
  
 
Rich accompanying program of Divadelná Nitra: Choose from Migrant rhapsody or extra-

terrestrial gardening!  
 

 
Migrant rhapsody, extra-terrestrial gardening, live statues of Europe, public living room or multimedia 
installations in shop windows. The International Festival Divadelná Nitra, which will be held during 
September 23-28, 2016, will once again deliver a rich accompanying program. It will take place in 
various spots in Nitra – on a pedestrian mall, in the synagogue, in the library, in the gallery, on the open-
air stages, on a parking lot and in the shop windows. The main activity place will be the already 
traditionally different square in front of the Andrej Bagar Theatre; it will be transformed into an art space 
as well as a pleasant relaxation zone. There will be more than 60 street performances, exhibitions, film 
screenings, concerts, workshops, discussions and various creative activities for parents with children 
under the title The Zone of Joy. The theme of the Festival: The Ode to Joy? will be heard also in music 
performances and in the art created specifically for the Festival.    
 
The domineering part of the accompanying program will be the exhibition Newrope which has been 
created thanks to a unique union of Divadelna Nitra with the Gallery of Nitra.  Under the curator Omar 
Mirza, there will be introduced twenty contemporary artists from Slovakia, Hungary, Poland, Czech 
Republic, France, Rumania, Bulgaria and even the USA and Canada. The works of art, which 
poignantly react to the contemporary happenings in Europe and which are asking what can we do to 
prevent hearing an Ode to Sorrow instead of the Ode to Joy, have been “ordered” for the Nitra exhibition 
and many of them will be exhibited for the very first time namely in Nitra. The exhibition will take place 
from September 22, 2016. It will be presented in an original way during the whole Festival, and 
especially during the popular The White Night on the 24th of September, and it will take place in the 
Gallery of Nitra until the 13th of November 2016. 
 
Rumanian-Slovakian duo Anetta Mona Chişa & Lucia Tkáčová will create a living statue Who, If Not Us? 
When, If Not Now? raz, kedy? Slovak artist living in Switzerland Andrea Palamarčuková will introduce 
the performance Beyond Vocabulary (Or Maybe I'm from Newrope) in which she reacts to the theme of 
homeland. Erik Sikora will present an agitational lecture with performance and concert aspects, Extra-
terrestrial Gardening, and Anton Čierny a multicultural videofilm about mixing cultures and identities I 
Have Decided to Go for a Trip One Day, Play It for Me, Europe! On a pedestrian mall, the visitors will be 
able to see Multimedia Installations in shopwindows by French artist Nicolas Malclès Sanuy, as well as 
an interactive exhibition by Czech artist Marek Schovánek which reacts to the present consumerist 
lifestyle, Anarchist Cookie Shop. The installation of a large work entitled When... by artist Ilona Németh 

http://www.nitrafest.sk/


will be also a part of the downtown exhibition. This work of art is inspired by a famous poem of Martin 
Niemöller from 1946 which has become a symbol of the fight against totality and oppression. Artist Ján 
Kostaa will create his Message from the West on the square. In the Gallery of Nitra, a curatory lecture 
by Omar Mirza will explain the point of view at the present happening in Europe of the twenty artists and 
art groups from various European countries. 
  
The White Night will traditionally continue also in the synagogue of Nitra, where the well-known section 
of the Festival entitled The Young Theatre will be domineering: the stagings of the student and youth 
ensembles chosen in accordance with the theme of the Festival. Theatre ensemble Tote tam from 
Kežmarok and Trma-vrma from Poprad will together introduce the performance We Are Born Slovaks! 
which displays on stage the perspective of young people at Slovakia of (not only) these days. They ask 
together: “How are we, the Slovaks? And why are we the way we are?” Slovak Community Theatre of 
London will come to Nitra with the Migrant Rhapsody which is a fitting, funny but also toughing reflection 
of young Slovak theatre amateurs living in Britain. Through drama and movement scenes with songs, 
the play shows the inner experience of the migrants behind the mask of success and exuberance. 
Domestic ensemble DRIM from the Elementary Art School of J. Rosinsky will introduce itself with 
appraised staging Bury Me Behind the Slat,   an impressive story of a young ill boy Sasha in the 
socialist Russia. The Museum of Nitra will offer a concert of a capella Katars from Nitra and the 
experimental musical-dramatic performance Tri2Re.  
 
The Festival will create this year in Nitra a contemporary Agora, with the reference to famous Greek 
spots where free citizens had been gathering, the places of education and  discussions. The AGORA 
EUROPA project will include a Public Living Room where live discussions on European subjects with 
professionals and public will take place right in the street. The debate will be lead by Laco Oravec from 
the Milan Šimečka Foundation. The Live Library in the Regional Library of Karol Kmeťko will bring the 
discussion about the immigrants and extremism in the past and today for the students of elementary, 
middle and high schools, with the participation of Iveta Ditte Jurčová, Michal Ditte and other guests. A 
debate of the student teams will be a symbolic Trial of Europe in which the students will have to present 
in front of the public all possible “plus and minuses” of Europe.  
 
If the visitors would like to hear the ideas or quotations by such characters as Albert Einstein, Plato, 
William Shakespeare, Leonardo Da Vinci, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart or Umberto Eco, they can search 
for the Live Statues of Europe during the weekend at the square and on the pedestrian mall. Every 
statue, performed by the students of the Elementary Art School of J. Rosinsky in Nitra, will give a 
speech after throwing a coin in and inform about the character he/she presents.  
 
On Friday, the festival atmosphere will be  enriched by the project Bookstores which will transform the 
Shopping Street (Kupecka ulica) into a place full of books, recitals and reading of poetry, prose and 
music.  
 
And those who would like to know what is The Trace of Europe in Nitra, they can take part in a 
commented sightseeing tour following the traces of Hungarian, German, Czech and Jewish culture, as 
well as a Balkan influence in the city architecture or in the social life, lead by the artist Juraj Novák and 
the art and architecture theoretician Richard E. Pročka.  
 
For the youngest Festival visitors, there will the program We Are Reading the Fairy-tales of Europe, 
during which the actor Ivan Gontko will introduce fairy-tales from various European countries.  
 
Divadelná Nitra brings every year, within the Festival for the Kids, also a theatre performance for 
children. This year, it will be an interactive dance performance Between Us by the ensemble FysioArt 



from Prague which shows the theme of home through the eyes of a child. Creative workshops at 
schools are a part of this artistic-pedagogic project.  
 
You can buy the tickets to all performances of the main programme from the 1st of August online at  
www.predpredaj.sk in the section Theatre at http://predpredaj.zoznam.sk/sk/listky/7503/divadelna-nitra-
2016. The cash desk will be open from the 2nd of September every work day from 14.00 till 17.00 in the 
Andrej Bagar Theatre in Nitra (main entrance from the square).   
 
You can find the complete programme of Divadelná Nitra 2016 here: 
http://www.nitrafest.sk/domov/program-2016/hlavny-program-2016/  
You can find all the information about the tickets at www.nitrafest.sk. 
 
Main organizer: 
Association Divadelná Nitra 
Main co-organizers: 
Andrej Bagar Theatre in Nitra, Karol Spišák Old Theatre in Nitra, Nitra Self-Governing Region, The City 
of Nitra, Theatre Institute Bratislava 
Co-organizers: 
C.A. Peace and Good, Nitra, Klokaneček Child Care Centre, Private Conservatoire in Nitra,  Regional 
Edifying Centre in Nitra, The Elementary School for Partially Sighted and Blind in Bratislava, The Helena 
Madariová Elementary Arts School, The J. Rosinský Elementary Arts School in Nitra, The Karol Kmeťko 
Regional Library, The Nitra Gallery, The Nitra Museum, The Prince Pribina Elementary School, Nitra, 
The Slovak Debating Association, The Tatra Nitra Cinema Club 
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